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Review of Nougaret and Ravel

The basal ganglia are an important set of
subcortical nuclei that control behavioral
output during instrumental learning and
decision-making. The largest part of the
basal ganglia, the striatum, is made up
mostly of medium spiny neurons (MSNs)
that indirectly modulate motor cortical
areas. The striatum also contains a set of
tonically active interneurons (TANs)—
presumably cholinergic—that modulate
MSN excitability and receptivity to cortical input (for review, see Schulz and Reynolds, 2013). At the population level, these
interneurons respond to motivationally
relevant stimuli with a pause in firing followed by a subsequent increase in firing
above baseline, although there is evidence to suggest that perhaps the patterns observed in the population do not
accurately represent the responses of individual cells (Joshua et al., 2008). It is unclear
exactly how these neurons contribute to
reward-guided behavior, but it is clear that
disrupted striatal cholinergic function characterizes various movement disorders (Deffains and Bergman, 2015). It is thus essential
for researchers to study how TANs fire under conditions where movement is required
to obtain reward.
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In a recent study published in The
Journal of Neuroscience, Nougaret and
Ravel (2015) examined how TANs responded in two monkeys trained to press
a lever for water reward in the presence of
the following two cues: one that signaled
the amount of force required for a successful operant response (high or low
force); and one that signaled the magnitude of the reward to be earned (high or
low reward). Thus, on each trial, one of
the following four cue combinations were
presented: low force/high reward; high
force/high reward; low force/low reward;
or high force/low reward. After training,
data were collected from extracellular recordings of TANs, the majority of which
were in the caudate nucleus.
The main analysis was concerned with
how neuronal activity was modulated by
trial type during the cue presentation
compared with reward delivery. Many
TANs showed a pause or increase in firing
in response to the cue and/or the reward.
Interestingly, separate groups of TANs
were modulated during the two task epochs—TANs that paused in response to
cue presentation were generally not the
same cells that paused in response to reward delivery, and the same was true
for increases in firing. While few TANs
showed a pause during cue presentation,
many showed an elevation response. In
contrast, following the delivery of reward,
a similar number of TANs responded with
pauses and elevations. Notably, neuronal
activity following cue presentation was
generally better aligned to the operant re-

sponse, with the majority of pauses preceding the lever press and the majority of
elevations coinciding with the lever press.
The magnitude of the pauses and elevations during the cue and reward epochs
were dependent on the trial type, with
separate groups of TANs modulated by
the amount of required force and the
amount of reward. Of the TANs showing
force-modulated elevations during cue
presentation, the vast majority were modulated during the high-force trials. These
neurons were separate from those showing reward magnitude-modulated elevations during cue presentation, the vast
majority of which were modulated during
low-reward trials. Thus, immediately following cue presentation, two separate
groups of TANs showed an increased firing rate— one during high-force trials and
one during low-reward trials. As for the
onset of reward, most force-modulated
pauses were modulated during the lowforce trials, while reward magnitudemodulated pauses were distributed evenly
between high- and low-reward trials.
An approximately even number of TANs
showing force-modulated elevations at
the time of reward delivery were split
between high- and low-force trials. These
neurons were distinct from those showing
reward magnitude-modulated elevations,
the majority of which were modulated
during low-reward trials.
The upshot of these findings is that different populations of TANs respond during particular task epochs and only during
particular trial types. While it is tempting
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to conclude that the pauses and elevations
encode motivational variables such as effort and subjective value, it is also possible
that the modulations reflect information
about the identity of the trial type independent of the motivational value. If this
is true, TANs might be responsible for encoding the identity of various trial types
and using these “state representations” to
compute identity prediction errors when
stimuli or contingencies differ from expectation (Bradfield et al., 2013; Schoenbaum et al., 2013). In the context of the
present study, these proposed state representations would most likely be achieved
via the TAN elevation response, because
the magnitude of elevation responses,
rather than of pauses, was most influenced by trial type. However, further work
is needed to determine whether the elevation responses actually encode identity or
whether they encode motivational value,
as the authors suggest. While learning theories have mostly focused on the baseline
tonic activity and the stereotyped pause
response of TANs (Ashby and Crossley,
2011), the elevation response is clearly
modulated by motivationally relevant
stimuli and is relevant to instrumental
performance.
The potential downstream consequences of increases in TAN firing rates are
complex. Synchronized firing among TANs
triggers presynaptic release of acetylcholine
onto nicotinic receptors of dopaminergic
terminals in the striatum, which results in
dopamine release (Threlfell et al., 2012).
Dopamine is critical for potentiating and
weakening corticostriatal synapses at MSNs
expressing D1 and D2 receptors, respectively. These alterations in plasticity only occur, however, when MSNs are also highly
depolarized (Surmeier et al., 2009). It is
therefore interesting that Nougaret and
Ravel (2015) found that TAN elevation responses coincided with lever presses, because MSNs have also been shown to fire
phasically in response to instrumental actions (Hollerman et al., 1998). It is possible
that coincidental firing in striatal TANs and
MSNs, combined with stimulus-evoked
cortical firing, could serve to reinforce the
pressing actions required to obtain reward
in the task.
On the other hand, there are multiple
mechanisms by which acetylcholine re-
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lease from TANs can inhibit MSNs (English et al., 2011; Nelson et al., 2014). This
inhibitory cholinergic influence within
the striatum has been hypothesized to
promote action selection by inhibiting
competing responses (Stocco, 2012). It is
possible that the TAN elevation response
served such a function at the time of the
lever press in the current study, especially
considering the fact that monkeys were
required to hold the lever down for 1 s to
receive reward and thus inhibit other
irrelevant actions. The response inhibition hypothesis could also help to explain
why the motivationally unattractive trials
(i.e., high force and low reward) were
more likely to evoke elevation responses
across separate TAN populations. The
high-elevation responses observed during
these trials may have been necessary to inhibit competing actions such as applying
too much force to the lever or releasing
the lever too early— erroneous responses
that were relatively common in these
types of trials.
The findings presented by Nougaret
and Ravel (2015) call for a revision to the
notion that TAN activity is uniform across
the neural population. There appears to
be a remarkable amount of heterogeneity,
suggesting that it is unwise to draw conclusions from averaged population activity. Not only do separate groups of TANs
respond to the cue and reward, but there
also appear to be neurons within each
population that respond in an idiosyncratic way, depending on the trial type.
Furthermore, the fact that the pauses and
elevations were better aligned to the operant response rather than the onset of the
cue indicates that TANs ought to be more
carefully studied in relation to action execution. Finally, although the results of the
present study show that the TAN elevation response is modulated by trial type,
the function of this response in the
context of behavior remains a mystery.
Further research will be required to elucidate exactly how TAN pauses and elevations affect MSNs and striatal afferents,
and how these interactions influence
reward-guided behavior.
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